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As a part of our searh for solar type binaries with gas streams we observed thenegleted variable, UY Musae [Star\y" (Oosterho�, 1928) GSC 8987 392,�(2000) = 12h30m47s, Æ(2000) = �66Æ01052:008℄. Oosterho� gave seven times of minimumlight and a starting ephemeris (realulated by us),HJDMinI = 2424293:41(1) + 0:56245(3)d� E:[1℄Standard errors in the last digit/s are given in parentheses. His photographi lighturves suggest that UY Mus is a near ontat binary.Our present UBV RI light urves of UY Mus were taken at CTIO in Chile with the 0.9-m reetor on 18, 19, 20, 23 May 2001, by RGS and DRF. The CFIM 2K � 2K T2K CCDamera operating in a 1K� 1K quad ampli�er mode for fast readouts. Standard UBV RIJohnson-Cousins �lters were used. More than 200 observations were taken in eah passband. The data are available through the IBVS-website as 5405-t1.txt. The light urvesand olor urves of the variable are given in Figures 1-2 as normalized ux versus phase.The stars (GSC 8987 1279 �(2000) = 12h30m43:s7, Æ(2000) = �65Æ5904500) and (GSC 89871884, �(2000) = 12h30m45:s7, Æ(2000) = �66Æ010500) were used as omparison and hekstars, respetively. A �nding hart of UY Mus (V), the omparison (C) and hek star(K) are given in Figure 3.Two mean epohs of minimum light were determined from U;B; V;R; I timings ofprimary and seondary elipses: HJD = 2452047.6240(17) and 2452049.5920(5) usingparabola �ts. We alulated the following ephemeris from our observations:HJDMinI = 2452047:6240(4) + 0:56227(15)d� E; [2℄A linear �t to all available timings of minimum light give:HJDMinI = 2452047:62(3) + 0:5622769(14)At this time we annot make a �rm onlusion regarding the period behavior of thissystem.In modeling the light urve we �rst used Binary Maker 2.0 (Bradstreet, 1992) to �tthe B and V light urves. We tried both detahed and semi-detahed on�gurations. In
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the semi-detahed mode we tested both the primary omponent (more massive) and theseondary omponent �lling their assoiated ritial lobes. Only the latter gave satisfa-tory �ts to the light urve. The �t indiated a q=0.6 with a primary omponent �lling96% of its Rohe lobe. Two spots were also inluded in our initial �t. The smaller hotspot is near the L1 point of the primary omponent and a larger ool solar type spot ison the same omponent.Using these starting values we alulated a simultaneous 5 olor syntheti light urvesolution with the Wilson Code (Wilson & Devinney, 1971; Wilson, 1990, 1994). Thesolution indiates that the primary omponent is under-�lling its Rohe lobe (�ll-out =94.4(1)%) while the seondary omponent is �lling. This is similar to an Algol system.Other parameters inlude a temperature di�erene of T1 � T2 = 1280(3)K, mass ratiom2=m1 = 0:551(1) and an inlination of 81.69 degrees. Two spots were modelled asfollows: a stream spot with a temperature fator of 1.060(2) very near the L1 point of theprimary omponent and a solar type dark spot of radius 25.2(3) degrees with a T fatorof 0.970(1).The solution is shown overlaying the data in Figures 1-2. A geometrial representationof UY Mus with the two spots is given in Figure 4.Large night to night variations in the light urve lead us to believe that the omponentsare saturated with magneti ativity. It is possible that the system was previously inontat and is undergoing TRO osillations. For a small stream spot with onservativemass transfer indiates that the period is inreasing whih means that the omponentsare urrently separating. Further observations of elipse timings and arhival work areneeded to on�rm this predition.

We wish to thank CTIO for their alloation of observing time, and a small researhgrant from the Amerian Astronomial Soiety whih supported this run.
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Figure 1. UBV light urves

Figure 2. RI light urves
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Figure 3. Finder harts

Figure 4. Rohe lobe �gure


